STRIKE ON! SPIRITS HIGH
SURVIVAL
THE ISSUE
by Drusilla Israel

"Our survival is non-negotiable," Yvadro Macias, a Third World Liberation Front spokesman, declared flatly on Wednesday.
The scene is Bancroft and Tel- ly, next Hollister and Montgomery, and the campus is called Cal and not State, and the uniformed pigs are not yet visible.

But the struggle is the same.
The Third World students of UC Berkeley have united beneath the banner of a Liberation Front. On Wednesday they struck the UC campuses. They are demanding self-determination over their educational destinies.

The first day of the strike was more successful than had been expected, according to Clifford Jackson, a TWL spokesman and representative of the Asian-American Students Union. The blacks are joined in the TWL Chinacos belonging to the Mexican-American Student Confederation and by Asian Americans belonging to the Asian American Political Alliance on campus.

At a late morning press conference Jackson denounced Chancellor Roger Heyns as "an out and out liar, and I defy him to disprove it.

The black, student leader criticized the deals the administration had made with the AASS for the last nine months about black student-proposed Black Studies Program.

"Heyns has treated us like a band of those nouvel nobles," Jackson said. And he continued, "We are totally committed to what we are doing.

Prickly, the Saffron-uniformed spokesmen of green liberal programs in the background, Jackson said that it was time for the area to have professional solutions set up basketball teams, fire the ghetto youth.

"We do not wish to be like the army," Jackson said, with anger and irony. "We need jobs, we need food.

The TWL's goal during the initial stage of the strike is to give political education to the white students on campus as well as to Third World demands and situation. Picket lines are currently manned from 8AM to 4PM by white students who are supporting the strike as well as by Third Worlders.

Jackson said the pigger press that there had already been no incidents where scales had sought to burst through the picket lines and hurt the picketers. Jackson said the TWL wanted no violence on the picketing lines.

He charged, "There are certain students on this campus trying to disrupt our picket lines. If they are attacked they may respond and we will defend ourselves with all force necessary.

At a mass meeting on Tuesday night, white students formed the Strike Support Committees, similar to the White Student Strike Committees at SF State.

Coupled with the picketing, many striking students, including whites, went to classes that were in session to ask the students to back the day's agenda and discuss the campus involved in the strike.

The majority of Berkeley's students aligned past the picket line on Wednesday. Nobody knows how many of these scales will actually respond to the education being offered them by the TWL strike. It is difficult to say how many students came to Berkeley because Max Rayfield called it a cross between a shooting gallery, a hippie pad and a brothel. But one can easily affirm that some, indeed, a very external riptide of Dope, Sex and Tramping, the average ferehigh student is thrilled to settle for just dope and sex.

The students at Cal are basically a slave community, and in a dark sort of way they realize it. They are here to learn to build the President's Pentagon. But each has his own special sins, and is
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"Ministers of the world, unite—
you have nothing to lose but your chains."

Karl Marx may be turning over in his grave to hear this on the air, paroled to the talking and turning of current events. Early this week, the New York Times and Vice Chancellor Eustis F. Chet of UC Berkeley, told the students that "in giving them bad dreams is this signature on a leaflet: "A CALL FOR ACTION, American Political Alliance," for a "Day of Action" on Saturday, all minorities united in closing down the UC campus until their "rights" are recognized.

"We want to write history," Mansfield Chet, President of the Liberation Front declared, "Hynes and his ilk..." he added, "are not our students."

John Turner, Chairman of Common Council of the American Student Union said, "We must stop this by all means, bodily. We must move because the administration is "righting its", a leaflet.

And more they did—nearly 800 pickets, on and off campus, took up the struggle as "A Call for Action: Classes Suspended" and "We want the world, not UC's"

A little black lady stood at the campus entrance with a sign: "I am a student. I contracts Community supporting. I am a black student," she declared.

"We heard from the State's AFT local #1949 said: "Strike Right Out! We stand with you!""

The New York Times, by W.M. Rider, Cook, president of the AFSCME local, said that "if it "wholeheartedly endorses the strike, we will be with them to win the fight against racism, to implement the 15 demands as a prelude to a full-scale demonstration for all the 390 World Peace students."

A leaflet put out by the Service Employees International Union said: "Hynes' extortive efforts help to make even the relatively closed hiring of 4 Black employees of Americans, and one Indian.

At least 100 white students and red minorities were given employment offers, and their status was raised to that of full-time University employees. But in the "now", their numbers would increase to the "now".

Radical Student Union said: "To make the university safe for our students, we are demanding the following changes in the policies of every department challenging the relevance and importance of every course, over recruitment, and testing courses and curricular environments."

It hasn't got to THAT, yet, but the students have already started students did enter classes and "either asked to speak in favor of the strike, or spoke anyway."

A massive close-down, some 1500 students and non-students, this will continue in the question hanging over campus security.

Census forms were around, but not even one (ever) they strike. The campus police did not act, however, dressed in blue clothes, one Berkeley Police Inspector was present. The campus eyes were from Beanie, a surplus Army coat, baggy pants, and "fancy" shoes. Friday, went; gay, Reagle's person; and Saturday went, he was dressed in a Kurt Schaffner and Marx suit and black frankenstein, "any time a day, but day, both Jacksons, of the blacks, and Yakuda Mackey run on the campus, they are not striking."

Yet a sign that on "two occasions" students tried to force the administration to change its policy instead of going around like thousands of non-striking students did."

"It was not a true "quit" because there was much more to be done."

Florin (shown on Chas. N. "Newswoman"

There was also a "newswoman" by 800 pickets at older Gaiser place just as the University police called the University to Basker, etc., Gee, also BASKER photos, etc.

The Times, he held up a sign hurriedly written in his note book, and wrote: "I WANT TO STAND" with that sign for a while.

The Programs of the American Political Alliance" in their leaflet, "We are not here to fight the system that employ them. However, we plan to have the power to scene the scene in a most progressive way."

Chancellor Hynes has announced he will not "hasten" to call the strike.

This Wednesday, there, was the announcement of the Afro-American Student Union to make contact. From now on, in life, "IT'S OVER NOW."

THIRD COVER STRIKE HYNES
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from page 3, afraid to commit treason against the masters and 1984.

The strike's effectiveness will perhaps prove to be the most significant test of the system, which has more than a bit more than ever before cut the militant action against the cart-"by-force-than-the-students-of-businessmen who run the UC plant."

The form letter never received by the TWL. They have not yet received the "red" directives. But their decisive actions, the "race" for the picketing school down. But they have indications that they will join this strike and intent to win the demands for a strike.

The crucial demand of the strike is for an autonomous black studies department. With "UC's" peculiar manipulative, has little room to maneuver. He changed his mind and wrote: "I WANT TO STAND" with that sign for a while.

The black students insist they will not give up their powers of self determination over the structure, the content and the consciousness of the students. Department to be, if it is.

If the blacks are able to exercise these rights, and exercise their education, then, honest, relevant course and curricular environment, the UC will be brought to the world, and the UC plant."

But the Reagan regime has made it clear to Hynes and the world that the Reagan is in power. Elderlich's letter will not be sent to the TWL."

As Yakuda Mackey said Wednesday, "As long as Black students are in the University, we can't go on fighting for the same deal."

"We recognize that the racism power of the University power willingly," Jeff Leong of the Woodlands gathering.

Rights are not given them must be fought for. Those who now stand together in the fight for Black Power, are part of the Black Power society."

"UC's" offers to all students and faculty at Cal to join the strike are in a most progressive way.

Leong put it like this: "Our struggle is everyone's struggle, against the hypocrisy and Lie, the UC system of American society."

"WHEELER"